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In an environment where technology is developing rapidly, product life cycles are constantly shortening, competition is
increasing, and innovation resources are easily acquired by other competitors, it is particularly important for companies to
successfully implement technological innovation. It is of great significance for companies to find the weak links of their
technological innovation and prioritize improvement and enhancement of their technological innovation capabilities. As
the main body of the agricultural machinery industry, private agricultural machinery enterprises are playing an increasingly
important role. A correct understanding of the technological innovation activities of private agricultural machinery en-
terprises and the establishment of a reasonable evaluation index system for technological innovation capabilities are of great
significance to the technological innovation management of private agricultural machinery enterprises. In accordance with
the theory of technological innovation and the characteristics of private agricultural machinery enterprises, a technical
innovation evaluation index system for private agricultural machinery enterprises has been established. )e indicator
system starts from the concept of private agricultural machinery enterprises, analyzes the status quo and development trend
of the agricultural machinery industry, and takes private agricultural machinery enterprises in Heilongjiang Province as the
research object. It summarizes the status quo and characteristics of technological innovation of private agricultural
machinery enterprises and then establishes the private agricultural machinery enterprises.)e system starts from the aspects
of innovation resource input, innovation output, technology density, innovation effect, market realization, and innovation
tendency, and selects 16 specific evaluation indicators. According to the established capability, projection pursuit is adopted.
)e method combined with the genetic algorithm and the genetic algorithm in MATLAB and the direct search toolbox were
employed to comprehensively charge the capabilities of the five sample enterprises, and the evaluation results were objective
and credible.

1. Introduction

Agricultural machinery plays an important role in pro-
moting agriculture. From the promulgation to the imple-
mentation of a series of central support policies, China’s
agricultural machinery industry has ushered in a good sit-
uation of rapid development. According to statistics from
the China Agricultural Machinery Industry Association, in
2005, the production and sales of the entire agricultural
machinery industry in China were booming, and economic
benefits were significantly improved. )e industrial output

value and sales revenue of the entire industry increased by
30% and 50%, respectively, over 2004 [1–5].

At present, China’s agricultural machinery industry has
gained new opportunities for development. From 2004 to
2006, the central government successively issued three No. 1
documents, focusing on solving the problems of “farmers,
agriculture, and rural areas.” )e No. 1 document of the
central committee in 2006 focused on promoting the con-
struction of a new socialist countryside and regarded the
development of modern agriculture as the main purpose of
the construction of a new countryside. )e construction of a
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new countryside will vigorously promote the development of
agricultural mechanization in China and enable the agri-
cultural machinery industry to obtain new development
opportunities [6, 7].

In recent years, private agricultural machinery compa-
nies have played an increasingly important role. With the
continuous deepening of the reform process, some state-
owned and collective agricultural machinery manufacturing
enterprises have closed, stopped, merged, and transferred.
)e adjustment of the industrial structure and product
structure of the agricultural machinery industry has
accelerated, which has also brought about the survival and
development of private agricultural machinery enterprises.
)ere are great opportunities and challenges. China’s private
agricultural machinery enterprises are developing rapidly.
Based on statistics, there are 920 private agricultural ma-
chinery enterprises among the 1,469 large-scale agricultural
machinery enterprises, accounting for 62.6% of the scale of
enterprises, with assets accounting for 43.6% and sales
revenue accounting for 63%. )e dominant position of
private agricultural machinery enterprises has been further
established [8–10].

In the market environment of world economic inte-
gration and production internationalization, China’s private
agricultural machinery enterprises are facing a huge impact.
)e influx of foreign products, technologies, and funds is
conducive to the introduction of advanced technology,
equipment, capital, and modern management systems from
developed countries by Chinese agricultural machinery
enterprises, and stimulates and promotes domestic agri-
cultural machinery enterprises to carry out technological
transformation and improve product quality. At the same
time, some internationally well-known agricultural ma-
chinery groups have gradually expanded their territory in
China’s agricultural machinery market through the imple-
mentation of “localization” strategies, showing strong vi-
tality [11–15].

Generally speaking, China’s agricultural machinery
products are about 20 years behind developed countries in
terms of quality and performance. )e company’s product
development capabilities and market capabilities are weak,
and the progress of industrialization is also very slow. Al-
though private agricultural machinery companies attach
great importance to technological innovation, there is still a
big gap compared with agricultural machinery companies in
developed countries. Some of the specific performances are
as follows: insufficient R&D investment, lack of scientific
research talents, poor independent innovation ability, poor
innovation output ability, insufficient protection of patents
and know-how, low product technology density, neglect of
management of technological innovation activities. With the
acceleration of the “localization” process of multinational
agricultural machinery groups, the problem of insufficient
technical strength of private agricultural machinery enter-
prises has becomemore prominent.)erefore, applying new
technologies, developing new products, and vigorously
promoting technological innovation are important re-
sponsibilities that private agricultural machinery companies
must shoulder [16–20].

In the domestic literature, there are many articles on
enterprises’ technological innovation capabilities. For
instance, Shi Xiaoyan proposed the AHP method for
comprehensive evaluation of technological innovation
capabilities and applied network system theory. Tang
Yanzhao and Zou Shangang put forward a multilayer
grey evaluation method and the comparison method one
by one. Some other scholars set the basic structure of the
indicator system of technological innovation capability
into 3 index categories and 17 index items: technological
innovation input (resources), technological innovation
output (efficiency), and technological innovation reali-
zation (benefit), and adopted the “Linear weighted sum
method” for quantitative evaluation. Zheng Chundong,
He Jinsheng, and Chen Tong use a comprehensive index
method to evaluate the corresponding content. Bi
Jianguo decomposes technological innovation capabil-
ities into six elements: talent quality, product structure,
operating mechanism, technology development, market
adaptation, and award-winning honors, and uses the
basic methods of set, weight, and fuzzy mathematics, and
summarizes it with a set of relatively quantitative indi-
cator systems. Zhou Yuping used the AHP method to
quantitatively transform many complex and ambiguous
problems, and at the same time, applied BP neural
network software for consistency testing, which sim-
plifies the calculation and improves the accuracy of
measuring the enterprise’s technological innovation
capabilities. Ma Ning and Guan Jiancheng put forward
the audit content and audit benchmarks of the capa-
bilities and put forward the audit benchmarks in the form
of “scoring cards.” Mei Xiaoan and Peng Junwu put
forward the weak index multiple method. Hu Enhua used
the methods of set, weight, and fuzzy mathematics to
construct an index system and put forward a method for
comprehensive evaluation. Kang Kai, Xing Jing, Zhang
Huiyun, and Qi Lili used fuzzy cluster analysis to es-
tablish a multilevel decomposition and evaluation model
for enterprise technological innovation capabilities. Lu
Juchun and Korean use the osculating value method. Lu
Huaibao, Feng Yingjun, Qu Shiyou, Xu Bocheng, and
Chen Jinxia proposed a secondary relative evaluation
method for measuring the technological innovation
capability of enterprises. First, the state of the com-
prehensive index was measured. )e BCC model is
employed to evaluate the secondary relative evaluation
value. Li Qi uses the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation
method. Li Huanghua, Hu Yunquan, and others used the
principal component projection method to evaluate the
technological innovation capabilities of enterprises in
the old industrial base [21–25].

It can be seen from the abovementioned literature that
the comprehensive evaluation methods of enterprises’
technological innovation capabilities are diversified. )e
following is a simple comparison of the evaluation methods
of enterprise technological innovation capabilities.)e fuzzy
comprehensive evaluation method (as shown in Figure 1) is
a method that applies the principle of fuzzy relationship
synthesis to comprehensively evaluate the status of the
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subject’s membership level frommultiple factors. It is widely
used. Fuzzy evaluation has good adaptability when dealing
with evaluation problems with more qualitative indicators,
and it has strong applicability to indicators with subjective
evaluation factors. It can be applied to type recognition
systems, expert evaluation systems, and multiobjective social
evaluation systems with comment sets.

DEA is a multiobjective evaluation method for studying
multiple input and output problems. )e data envelopment
analysis (DEA) method needs to meet five prerequisites
when it is applied; that is, convexity, cone, invalidity,
primitiveness, and minimality are satisfied between the
output and the input. It builds a model based on the
principles of operations research, based on the largest
(small) possible boundary, and selects the best possible
solution in the reachable area. OEA analysis is mainly ap-
plicable [26, 27].

)e combined weighting comprehensive evaluation
model has actually been developed. It uses fuzzy mathe-
matics and nonlinear optimization theory to establish
mathematical models.

Grey relational analysis is essentially to construct a
mapping.)e correlation set of the analysis system is used to
solve the correlation degree difference between the elements.
Grey relational analysis is mainly used to analyze the degree
of influence between factors and the measurement of the
factor’s contribution to the main behavior.

Factor analysis is an important multivariate statistical
method.)e core is to select a few random variables that can
control the original variables. )e factor analysis method is
mainly applicable to the index difference analysis and index
classification of the multiobjective evaluation system.
Principal component analysis can be regarded as a special
case of factor analysis.

AHP is a universally practical multicriteria decision-
making (evaluation) method combining qualitative and
quantitative elements. Its drawbacks are concentrated in the
following: the index system is not comprehensive and ob-
jective; the determination of the evaluation index weight
lacks theoretical basis and has technological innovation
ability that changes with the outside world. )erefore, the
accuracy and motivation of the evaluation results are
limited.

Artificial neural network (ANN) is a frontier hot spot in
nonlinear science. )e advantage of using the neural net-
work model in an enterprise is that the artificial neural
network model is determined after the participating sample
training, which can be iterated repeatedly according to the
optimal algorithm criteria and continuously adjust the
neural network structure until it reaches a relatively stable
state; it can make the system error reach any accuracy re-
quirements and convergence; further time learning and
dynamic tracking evaluation can be carried out. However, in
the absence of a large number of training samples, it is
difficult to use neural network models.

)e genetic algorithm is shown in Figure 2. It was first
proposed in the United States in 1962. It can be used with the
help of computer programs. It regards a family of randomly
generated feasible solutions as the parent population, and
the fitness function (objective function or some deformation
of it) as a measure of the ability of the parent individual to
adapt to the environment. After selection and crossing, the
offspring individuals are generated, and the latter is then
mutation, the survival of the fittest. Such repeated evolu-
tionary iterations, continuously improve the adaptability of
individuals, and excellent individuals are constantly
approaching their best points. )e projection pursuit
method is a multivariate data analysis algorithm proposed by
Friedman in the 1970s. )is method is a statistical method
for dealing with complex problems with multiple factors. It
reasonably converts multiple evaluation index problems into
a single comprehensive evaluation index, that is, compre-
hensive evaluation in one-dimensional space. )is method
overcomes the shortcomings of the general evaluation
process, such as the lack of theoretical basis and calculation
formulas in the determination of weights, and solves the
problem that the model is affected by subjective factors. )e
projection pursuit method is a high-dimensional data
analysis method that can be used for exploratory analysis
and deterministic analysis and is especially suitable for
comprehensive evaluation of multi-index and nonlinear
problems. )is paper evaluates the technological innovation
ability of private agricultural machinery enterprises [28, 29].

2. Evaluation Model

Projection pursuit (PP) is a nonparametric high-dimensional
data processing and exploratory data analysis method de-
veloped by the international statistical community in the
mid-1970s. It is a dimensionality reduction (regression)
technology (Hall. P, 1959). In the late 1960s and early 1970s,
Krusca first proposed the projection pursuit method. Switze
et al. successfully applied projection pursuit technology to
the study of fossil classification problems in combination
with numerical calculation methods. In 1974, Friedman and
Tukey carried out an in-depth study on the projection
pursuit method and clearly proposed the projection pursuit
idea. )at is, the sample data and the low-dimensional
structure obtained by the projection are defined by the
projection index. Use a computer to find the maximum
projection direction (or plane) of the projection index (or
several), give the data projection on a straight line (or plane),
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Figure 1: Principles of neural networks.
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display it by the computer image system, and then directly
judge with the naked eye the data structure characteristics.
On this basis, one-dimensional and two-dimensional pro-
jection indexes of projection pursuit cluster analysis are
constructed, which has made a great contribution to the
development of projection pursuit technology. Later, pro-
jection pursuit methods have made major breakthroughs in
theoretical research and practical applications and have
successively formed and a large number of projection
pursuit methods. Technology research results. In 1985,
Huber published a comprehensive academic paper on
projection pursuit, systematically expounding the projection
pursuit theory, marking the formal formation of the pro-
jection pursuit theory. )is article uses the projection
pursuit method to evaluate the technological innovation
ability of private agricultural machinery enterprises. It
reasonably converts multiple evaluation index problems into
a single comprehensive evaluation index form, that is,
comprehensive evaluation in one-dimensional space.

)e traditional multivariate obeys the normal distri-
bution, but many practical problems do not satisfy the
normal assumption and need to be solved by robust or
nonparametric methods. In response to the robustness of
high-dimensional sum estimation, the international sta-
tistical community has proposed the exploratory data
analysis method (EDA) of “directly from examining the
data-analyzing and simulating data by computer-designing
software program verification” in the past 20 years, and
projection pursuit (projection pursuit, PP) is one of the
effective calculation methods.

A very important method of thinking in multivariate
analysis is to use “dimensionality reduction” technology to
project points in high-dimensional space to low-dimen-
sional space in an appropriate way; that is, to replace high-
dimensional vectors with low-dimensional vectors ap-
proximately, and then in low-dimensional space. )en,
proceed to group identification. )e basic idea of PP is to
project high-dimensional data onto a low-dimensional (1–3-
dimensional) subspace, looking for a projection that can
reflect the structure or characteristics of the original high-
dimensional data, which is called an “interesting” projection,
and then, through analysis and study, the projection data to
achieve the purpose of understanding the original data set.
In PP, the degree of interest is reflected by the “projection
index” function. It is especially suitable for analyzing and
processing nonlinear, non-normal, and high-dimensional

data. )is method overcomes the lack of a theoretical basis
and calculation formula in the determination of weights in
the general evaluation process and solves the problem that
the model is affected by subjective factors. )e projection
pursuit method is a high-dimensional data analysis method
that can be used for exploratory analysis and deterministic
analysis and is especially suitable for comprehensive eval-
uation of multi-index and nonlinear problems.

)e general steps of the PP method for comprehensive
evaluation are as follows.

2.1. Normalization of the Sample Evaluation Index Set.
)e sample set of each indicator value is as follows:

x
∗
(i, j)|i � 1 ∼ n, j � 1 − p , (1)

where x∗(i, j) is the j-th index value of the i-th sample and n
and p are the number of samples (sample capacity) and the
number of indexes, respectively.

For the bigger and smaller, the better the index, which is
as follows:

x(i, j) �
x
∗
(i, j) − xmin(j)

xmax(j) − xmin(j)
,

x(i, j) �
xmax(j) − x

∗
(i, j)

xmax(j) − xmin(j)
,

(2)

where x∗(i, j) is the j-th index value of the i-th sample;
xmax(j) is the maximum value of the J-th index; xmin(j) is
the minimum value of the J-th index; and x(i, j) is the
normalized sequence of index feature values.

2.2. Constructing the Projection Index Function. )e PP
method for constructing the projection index function is as
follows:

z(i) � 

p

j�1
a(j)x(i, j). (3)

Here, a is the unit length vector.

z(i) � 

p

j�1
a(j)x(i, j). (4)

where Q (a) is the projection index function.

input graph neural net policy BRKGA

output
and

evaluation

Figure 2: Genetic algorithm.
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2.3. Optimizing the Projection Index Function. Maximize the
objective function:

Max: Q(a) � Sz · Dz. (5)

Restrictions are given as follows:

s.t: 

p

j�1
a
2
(j) � 1. (6)

)is article intends to use genetic algorithms to optimize it.

2.4. Comprehensive Evaluation. Substituting the obtained
best projection direction into (3), the projection value of
each sample point can be obtained.)e size of the projection
value in this article is the strength of technological inno-
vation ability.

3. Improved Genetic Algorithm

3.1. Traditional Genetic Algorithm. )is method simulates
the natural evolution of organisms by natural selection and
crossover and can effectively solve more complex problems
with the help of computer programs. Nonlinear combina-
tion problems and multiobjective function optimization
problems. It regards a family of randomly generated feasible
solutions as the parent population and uses the fitness
function (objective function or some deformation of it) as a
measure of the ability of the parent individual to adapt to the
environment. After selection and hybridization, the off-
spring individuals are generated, and the latter is then
mutation, the survival of the fittest. Such repeated evolu-
tionary iterations continuously improve the adaptability of
individuals, and excellent individuals are constantly
approaching their best points.

Better results can be obtained by using genetic algo-
rithms. For an optimization problem to find the maximum
value, the following formula is used:

maxf(X),

s.t. X ∈ R,

R⊆U.

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
(7)

In optimization problems, there are many types of ob-
jective functions and constraints. Because traditional
methods have too high requirements on the continuity and
divergence of the data itself, which limits the scope of their
application, genetic algorithms can simply overcome these
shortcomings.

Because of their simplicity, ease of implementation, and
robustness, genetic algorithms have been widely used in
optimization and machine learning. But it also has short-
comings and limitations in practical applications, mainly in
the problem of premature convergence and the problem of
local search ability of genetic algorithms.

3.2. Improved Genetic Algorithm. Artificial neural network
(ANN) is a frontier hot spot in nonlinear science. )e ad-
vantage of using the neural networkmodel in an enterprise is

that the artificial neural network model is determined after
the participating sample training, which can be iterated
repeatedly according to the optimal algorithm criteria and
continuously adjust the neural network structure until it
reaches a relatively stable state; it can make the system error
reach any accuracy requirements and convergence; further
time learning and dynamic tracking evaluation can be
carried out. However, in the absence of a large number of
training samples, it is difficult to use neural network models.

To illustrate the improved genetic algorithm, it can be
seen in the following equations:

Pc �
k1 fmax − f′( 

fmax − f
, f′ ≥f,

Pc � k2, f′ <f,

Pm �
k3 fmax − f′( 

fmax − f
, f′ ≥f,

Pm � k4, f′ <f,

(8)

where fmax is the maximum fitness of the current population;
f’ is the fitness of a certain body; f is the average fitness of the
group; k1,k2 are the constant between [0,1] and k1<k2; and
k3, k4 are the constant between [0.001,0.01] and k3>k4.

It can be seen from the abovementioned formula that if
the individual is poor (fitness value< average fitness value),
give it a larger crossover rate and a smaller mutation rate; if
the individual is better (fitness value> average fitness value),
the individual is assigned the corresponding crossover rate
and mutation rate according to its degree of excellence. )is
crossover andmutation rate adjustment method has a strong
global search ability in the early stages of evolution. As
evolution progresses, the global search ability gradually
weakens, and the local search ability gradually increases.
)is improvement measure helps protect good individuals,
facilitates finding the best overall advantage, and prevents
“premature maturity” from appearing.

3.3.Applicationof ImprovedGeneticAlgorithmSolution Steps.
)ismethod simulates the natural evolution of organisms by
natural selection and crossover and can effectively solve
more complex problems with the help of computer pro-
grams. )ere are both nonlinear combination and multi-
objective function optimization problems. )e steps of
applying the improved genetic algorithm are shown in the
flowchart in Figure 3. )e specific process is as follows:

(1) Initialization: in this paper, real number encoding is
used to randomly generate m (that is, the number of
specific parameters) real numbers, which are arranged
together to form an individual, andN such individuals
are continuously generated to form an initial group.

(2) Calculate fitness value: each individual uses the
calculated Di as the objective function value. )e
smaller the Di, the greater the individual fitness.
)erefore, individual fitness can be calculated by
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fi �
1

Di

. (9)

(3) Select the population according to the roulette
method.

(4) Perform a crossover calculation based on the current
crossover probability.

(5) Perform a mutation calculation based on the current
mutation probability.

(6) If the termination condition is met, the iteration is
terminated, otherwise it returns to (2) the iterative
solution. )e termination condition can be the
maximumnumber of cycles (usually 30 to 200) or the
minimum error threshold.

(7) Output the result.

4. Instance Verification

In order to find the technological innovation gap be-
tween a certain enterprise and other enterprises, a
horizontal comparison of the technological innovation
capabilities of each enterprise can be carried out. )e
collection of raw data is a very critical step. )e accuracy
of the raw data greatly affects the scientificity and

rationality of the entire index system. Refer to the “Oslo
Handbook” for the guidance of collecting technological
innovation data, according to the evaluation index sys-
tem of technological innovation ability mentioned above,
combined with the characteristics of private agricultural
machinery enterprises. )is article mainly adopts data
collection methods such as visits and surveys, ques-
tionnaires, and emails. In order to grasp the company’s
technological innovation trends in more detail, the
survey has extensively collected the company’s product
introduction, annual summary, development plan, and
other related materials. For the data that the company
has not counted, the expert scoring method is applied,
and the chief engineer or general manager of the com-
pany is directly asked. )e statistics of the collected data
are in accordance with the calculation methods of the
indicators described previously.

Before applying the projection pursuit method for cal-
culation, it is necessary to standardize the above raw data.
Since each index belongs to the larger the better, the
abovementioned raw data is standardized.

Using the MATLAB algorithm toolbox can easily op-
timize the projection index function, eliminating the
cumbersome programming in other languages (Figures 4
and 5).

)rough the algorithm and direct search, the optimi-
zation function in the toolbox always finds the minimum
value of the objective function or fitness function. If you
need the maximum value of the function f(x), you can
convert it to the function g(x)� f(x). Properly modify the
algorithm parameters, select the population scale as 100, the
population type as DoubleVector (double-precision vector),
and the Fitnesscaling (fitness ratio parameter) as Rank
(weigh the individual’s pros and cons according to the order
of fitness values), and set the parameters Selectionfunction
(selection function) as Uniform (uniform), the number of
elites in the regeneration function is set to 5, the variation
function is selected as Uniform (uniform), and the rest are
set to default values. Click Start in the Runsolve column to
run and get the result.

According to the abovementioned method, use the ge-
netic algorithm toolbox in MATLAB to calculate and get the
best projection direction. ‘� [0.0777 0.3952 0.0920 0.4445
0.2662 0.1264 0.0473 0.0453 0.0300 0.2239 0.1725 0.2157
0.4942 0.2138 0.3158 0.1538].

Will. ‘Substitute z � . ’∗x, get the projected value
z� [2.5627 0.4360 1.0460 0.6536 1.1191], arrange z in
descending order, and get the technological innovation
ability of each enterprise in order: enterprise A> enterprise
E> enterprise C> enterprise D>Enterprise B.

According to the best projection direction, the degree of
influence of each evaluation index on the comprehensive
evaluation result can be further analyzed. )e value of a’
into.

Sort rows to get the contribution rate of each indicator.
)e order number is as follows: 13, 4, 2, 15, 5, 10, 12, 14, 11,
16, 6, 3, 1, 7, 8, and 9, which is the new product market share,
R&D personnel investment intensity, R&D expenditure
investment intensity, product market, J nonown rate, patent

calculate 
fitness value

select 
population

crossover

mutation 
operation

ε<5%?
No

Yes

result

strat

Figure 3: Flow chart of improved genetic algorithm.
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and proprietary technology ownership, modern
manufacturing technology utilization rate, new product
sales revenue/product sales revenue, enterprise full-time
marketing, total number of personnel/employees, stan-
dardized work level, annual average growth rate of R&D
investment intensity, independent innovation product rate,
process innovation investment intensity, total R&D in-
vestment, R&D success rate, advanced level of equipment,
technical level of workers, and work quality. )e best in-
dividual obtained, that is, the contribution rate of each
indicator is shown in Figure 6.

In order to find the technological innovation gap be-
tween a certain enterprise and other enterprises, a horizontal
comparison of the technological innovation capabilities of
each enterprise can be carried out. )is paper divides the
technological innovation capability of private agricultural
machinery enterprises into six aspects: innovation resource
input, innovation output, technology density, innovation
effect, market realization, and innovation tendency. In order
to more simply and clearly reflect the strengths and
weaknesses of various aspects of the enterprise, the technical
innovation index system was slightly adjusted. )e only
indicator of innovation tendency—the average annual
growth rate of R&D investment intensity—is classified as a
dynamic indicator of innovation resource input. In order to
more clearly reflect the gap between various companies, use
the cloud diagram, shown in Figures 7 and 8, (based on
MATLAB) for comparison.

Compared with agricultural machinery companies in
developed countries, there is a big gap in technological

innovation among China’s agricultural machinery compa-
nies. In order to find the technological innovation gap be-
tween a certain enterprise and other enterprises, a horizontal
comparison of the technological innovation capabilities of
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each enterprise can be carried out. For example, the com-
parison result of the technological innovation sub-
capabilities of A company and B company can be
represented by radar chart 9. It can be seen from Figure 9
that all the subcapabilities of technological innovation of B
company are lower than those of A company. In the same
way, you can compare the technological innovation gaps
between any companies. At the same time, in order to grasp
the development of a certain enterprise’s technological in-
novation activities, it is possible to make a vertical com-
parison of the technological innovation level of the
enterprise in different years. For example, the comparison of
the technological innovation level of an enterprise in 2003
and 2004 is shown in Figure 10. It can be seen from the figure
that the level of technological innovation of the company in
2004 was higher than that of 2003, and the company’s
technological innovation activities made rapid progress.

5. Conclusions

Five conclusions are drawn from this paper, which are as
follows:

(1) )e projection pursuit method and genetic algo-
rithm are used. Only the original observation data is
used directly, without any prior assumptions about
the data structure or characteristics, and human

interference is eliminated, and the objectivity is
good. It can make full use of the information existing
in the data and can effectively process normal or
non-normal data, linear or nonlinear data, with good
stability and high accuracy.

(2) Selection of projection pursuit parameters. )e
construction of projection index is very important, it
reflects the projection rule. )ere is no fixed form
and standard for the construction of the projection
index. It can be selected flexibly according to specific
problems in the application, but the constructed
projection index must reflect the characteristics of
the analysis problem in order to achieve the purpose
of reasonable evaluation of the data sample.

(3) Selection of projection direction and other param-
eter optimization methods. In theory, all optimiza-
tion methods can achieve the optimization of
projection direction and other parameters.

(4) When using the genetic algorithm to calculate the
optimal projection direction, due to the different
states of the random number generator, the results of
each run will be different, that is, the optimal pro-
jection direction. )ere will be differences, but it
hardly affects the order of the projection values.

(5) Analysis of evaluation results. By comparing the
obtained evaluation results with the actual techno-
logical innovation capabilities of the enterprise, it
can be seen that the evaluation method is credible
and scientific.
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